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Introduction. In a recent paper M. Weiss and A. Zygmund [7] have studied the

pointwise convergence of a trigonometric series 2 ane,nx when the multipliers

An=|"|"' (y real) are applied to it. The proof of their result makes use of Peano

derivatives in Lp, which bear a close connection with the /£ classes of A. P. Calderón

and A. Zygmund [1]. In this paper we prove that conditions of Marcinkiewicz

type for a multiplier are enough to preserve the tp classes (Theorems 1 and 2).

As a consequence we obtain results on pointwise convergence for multipliers

which satisfy a variational condition of Marcinkiewicz type (Theorem 3).

I. Notation. All functions to be considered in this paper are periodic with

period 2tt. We define

/ rn \ Up

II/IIp = (J  a I/O)!' dx)       and   i£p = {fi; \f\p < <x>}.

Definition 1. Let z/^0, by F£(x0), 1 Sp <<*>', we denote the class of functions/

belonging to iC", and such that there exists a polynomial Pm(x) of degree m,

m<u(Pm = 0 if zz = 0), so that

(LI) (J J*   \f(x-x0)-Pm(x)\> dx)1'" S Ah",

for 0<A^7r, with A independent of A. If Pm(x) = 2 anxn, we write T¡¡(x0,f)= \\fi\\p

+ J,\an\+inf{A}.

Definition 2. Let fie Tp(x0) we shall say that fie /£(x0) if and only if there

exists a polynomial Fm(x) of degree m, m S u, such that

(1.2) (i J"^ |/(x-Xo)-Pm(x)|> dxy = o(h").

C°° will denote the class of infinitely differentiable functions.

II. Multipliers preserving Tp(x0) and tp(x0). We start by stating some properties

of the spaces F£(x0) and z£(x0) (see [1]):

(1) F£(x0) is a Banach space with the norm F£(x0, •).

(2) tp(x0) is a closed subspace of F£(x0) ; C ™ is dense in tp(x0).
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Theorem 1. Let k(x) e jS?1, such that:

(1) \(d/dxyk(x)\ SC/\x\i+1for O^/rgr.

(2) If K(f) = (I/rr) r_,Kx-y)f(y)dy, then ||J^||P^C||/|,.
Then K is a continuous operator from Tp(x0) to T£(x0), and from /£(x0) to tp(x0),

for u¿r. Moreover ££(x0; Kf)^BuCT^(x0,f), where Bu is a constant depending

on u only.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 5.1 in [1].

Without loss of generality we may assume that x0=0. We will show first the

preservation of ££(x0).

Let £m(x) be the polynomial of (1.1) for/(x).

Take <b(x)eCco such that: <b(x) = l for |jc|<tt/4 and <f>(x)=0 for \x\>tt/2.

Set/(x)=/1(x)4-/2(x) where f2(x)=Pm(x)<b(x). Since for h^-rr/4,

f \Mx)-Pm(x)\> dx = 0,

then it is clear that Tp(0,fi2)^BuTp(0,f).

On the other hand, if xb(x) e C°°,

K(>l>)(x) = - f  k(yM(x-y)-P(x)]dy + ̂  f  k(y)dy.
nj-a rr    J_^

Using then the fact that \k(y)\ ¿ C/\y\ and that \jtx k(y) dy\ g C (which follows

from condition (2)); it follows that \K(xb)(x)\ ̂£>C Similarly \(d/dxyK(xb)(x)\

^BWC. Hence Tp(0, #(</<)) á #*C. Applying this observation to x"?i(x):

(1.3) £J(0, KCfiJ) è 2 W*(0, K(x"<b)) g BuCTp(0,f).
n<u

We pass now to consider/i(;c). Clearly

({ ¡\ \fi(x)\* dxyP Ú Tp(0,f)h\   for « Ú ~

Claims:

(1.4) f  |/(x)| |x| -' dx g BuTp(0,fi)h^->,   for 1 Ú j < u+1.

(1.5) f \fii(x)\\x\->dxíBuTp(0,f)h"+i-í,   for « + 1 ¿;.

We postpone the proof of (1.4) and (1.5) and proceed to show that Tp(0, K(fx))

^BuCTl(0,f). Expanding k(x) by Taylor's formula, we have
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K(fii) - - f k(x-y)fx(y)dy+ 2 £" f" i^f k(-y)fix(y) dy

where uSl<u+1. Set ¿>„ = (l/zz!7r) ]"*„ (d/dy)nk(-y)fx(y) dy; then using condition

(1) and (1.4):

(1.7) |ÄB| S Bu ¡"  \fix(y)\ | vl"""1 dy S BuCTp(0,fi)       (0 S n < u).
J -n

Moreover

í»a/2    I   fh p rh

(1.8) k(x-y)fx(y)dy    dx S Cp       \fx(y)\p dy S C^(0,/)A"" + 1
J -hl2 \ J -h J -h

and for zz < m

/»ft/2     I    .«     f»     /J\» \p

LbLd) «-^«*[ *
fft/2 / /»Zl \ P

(1.9) ^„C |xM       I/iOOIM""-1*)  <&
J-Zi/2 V-h /

^ BuCpTp(0,fi)hup + 1.

Finally using (1.5)

f'2   I x1 f /rf\' lp
\j)\ (%)K(6x-y)fx(y)dy\  dx

J-HI2 I ' ' Jzi\x\>h \ayl I

B.c f" w»(f       l/iWlbl-'-1*)'^
J-Zt/2 \Jjl6|x|>ft /

5|*l

(1.10)

S|*|s

S BuCpTp(0,f)h"p + 1.

From (1.6), (1.7), (1.8), (1.9) and (1.10) it follows that Tp(0, K(fx))SBuCTp(0,f),

this inequality together with (1.3) proves the first part of the theorem.

For the second part it is enough to observe that if fie C°°, then K(f) e C°°,

and C °° is dense in tp(x0).

Proof of Claims (1.4), (1.5). Assume that (f_ J/(x)|pz7x)1/p^/iA" + 1"'; set g(t)

= P-t l/(*)l dxSAtu+1. Then for 0^y<r-l:

f  |/(x)| |x|-' <7x = lim f r' d(g(t)) = Um (r'g(/)|*+7 f g(t)r'~' dt)
J -h «-»0 Je £->0 \ Je I

S Ahu+1'¡+A f tu-'dt S BuAhu + 1->,

and (1.4) follows. (1.5) can be proved using a similar argument.
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We shall discuss next what conditions on the Fourier coefficients of k(x) guarantee

properties (1) and (2).

Lemma. Let {An}+="_„, such that

(a) A„ = 0/or \n\>N,

(b) |An|<Ca«a*2î!"+1|«NAr + 1(A„)|^C, r£l (k=0, 1,2,...)

AA„ = An-An+l;       ArAn = A(Ar-!An).

Then &(x) = 2-oo Anein* satisfies property (I) for j^r—l, and property (2).

Proof. Condition (b) implies

(1.11) |AfcAn| ̂  BC\n\~k   when k Ú r.

Property (2) is now a consequence of the Marcinkiewicz multiplier theorem (see

[3], [9, II, p. 232]) since

±2te+1 ±2fc+1i

2    |AAn| ÏBC   2k]zl = BC
±2k ±2k     |"|

and therefore \\K(f)\\pSBpC\\f\\p where Bp depends on p only. To prove property

(b), set

„Un + kïx

Z™(x) =
(e'x-l)k'

observe that

(L12) Z™(x)-Z™x(x) = Z^\x),

and

(1.13) \Z™(x)\ Ú l/\x\«.

Set, for x/0, «i = [l/|x|] the integer part of l/|x|, then, using (1.12) and sum-

mation by parts,

(|Y/c(x)=   2   (z«yAne¡-=   2   A> + 2iKiiny)Z»+2Xx)
\ax/ n= _[f n= -N

=   2 A'- + 2(An(/«y)Zu + 21(x)+ 2  A' + 2(An(z«)0Z» + 2](x)
|n|SM \n\>M

= P+Q.

To estimate Q, let 2S^M^2S+1. Using the estimates (1.11), (1.13) and condition

(b):

ieis™2j 2 (I iA'+2-'(An)id«r')
lAl k = s  U- ±2*  \l = 0 I )

=   |v|i + 2   Z,   Z =   |v|Z + l
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To estimate F, use a summation by parts argument and (1.12):

M + 2

P =    2   Aí(An(z'zz)0ZW(x)-{[ZÍJÍ2'(x)-Z^»(x)]A> + 1(AM+2(z(M+2))0
n= -Ai

+ZL^»(x)[Aí(A_M(zM)0-A'(AM+1(z(M+l)y)]}

+ {[ZÜXV(x) -Z»£2I(x)] A>+ 1(AM+ 1(z(M+1))0

+Z'i^W[Ai + 2(A_M(-M)0-A^ + 2(AM(zM)0]}.

Hence using (1.11) and (1.13)

I pi < flr M       BC BC BC_
II "        |xr |x|i+1 + M|x|'+2 = |x|>+1'

The lemma follows. As a consequence of the lemma we have

Theorem 2. Let {An}"= _ „ such that | An| ̂  C azzrf

2    |Ar + 1(An)| |zz|r ̂  C,   räl        (fc = 0, 1,2,...).
±2"

Define for /eC°°, f(x) = laneinx, A(f) = In=-. Kaneinx. Then, for uSr-l

Tp(x0, /\f)SBu<pCTZ(xa,f), and as a consequence f\ can be extended to be a

continuous mapping from tp(x0) into /£(x0). (Since Cx is dense in /£(x0).)

Proof. Let <£(/) e C^-co, co), such that </>(t) = l for \t\Sl and </>(t)=0 for

\t | ^ 2. Set pn=Xn(/>in/N) where A is a positive integer. Then, for fie Cx as before,

An CO = ^pnaneinx -if kNix-y)fiiy)dy,

where kNix) = 22= -2n pneinx. The theorem becomes an immediate consequence

of Theorem 1 and the lemma once we observe that:

(i) Since \(d/dxy</>(x/N)\ SB/Nfor \x\ S2Nand it vanishes for |x| ^2A, then

±2fc+l

\pn\ S BC   and      £   lA' +V>)l l"lr = -»C.
±2*

(ii) For/e Cœ; /\N(fi) converges uniformly to AGO together with any finite

number of derivatives; therefore F£(x0, (f\ — /\N)(f)) -> 0 as A-> co.

III. Applications to pointwise convergence.    Before we discuss the applications

we shall introduce some of the notation to be used in this section.

Given a sequence {$„}".=<» define

= I sfpy(Z + l)  _     N     e<«

k = 0

and

AT = 1,       A<t» = J Af.
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an)=sín)/Ank) are the Cesàro means of {sn}. If o{k) ->s as « -> oo we shall say that

i„ is summable (C, k). Finally we say that sn is summable Abel if

00

lim   2 5n*"
*-i-„=o

exists.

As an application of our results of §1 we state

Theorem 3. £e/ {A„}"= _x be a sequence satisfying | An| ̂  C;

2   \n\'\A^\Xn)\ iC      (k = 0,1,2,...)
±2"

a«d" let 2™= - »o a„einx ¿>e a trigonometric series, summable (C, k) on a measurable

set E.

Then the series 2"= - oo Ananein* is summable (C, k) a.e. in E, provided 0^k^r — 2.

The proof of the theorem will be divided into three lemmas.

Lemma 1 (M. Weiss). //"2ñ=o aneinx is summable (C, k) on a measurable set E,

then the (k+l)th termwise integrated series

f(x) ~ 2 iin)-ik + 1)aneinx e tpk + xix)
0

for almost every x e E (1 ^p < oo).

For the proof of Lemma 1 we refer the reader to [6, Theorem C'].

Lemma 2. //"#(.*) = 2 "=-<*> bneinx et%+x(x)for xeE, then the (k+l)th termwise

derivative of the series is

(i) summable (C, k+I) a.e. in E,

(ii) summable (C, k + 3) everywhere in E.

Proof. According to the corollary of Theorem 9 in [1], for any closed set

£<=£, we may decompose g=gx+g2; gx, g2 e £C"; where

(a) gi has a classical (k+ l)th (i?00) Peano derivative at every point of £,

(b) ((!/*)/,«-*<» \g2(x)\pdxy'p = 0(hk^) and

Ç' JiM_dx<o0
J_„ |x-x0|fc + 2

(see [9, Theorem 10]).

If we now write the Fourier series expansion of gi and g2 from property (a) it is

known that the ik + l)th termwise derivative of the Fourier series of gx is ik + l)th

Cesàro summable almost everywhere in £. (See [9, II, Theorem (5.4), p. 81].)
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From property (b) and the fact that if Krn{t) is the zzth Cesàro kernel of the r

means,

C(D'«o=   l/lr + l (\t\   =  "0

(see [9, II, p. 60]). The result follows for g2 and hence for g, proving (i). The

statement (ii) is a consequence of the fact that the primitive of g(x) has a (k + 2)th

Peano derivative at every point of E and hence the (k + 2)th termwise derivative

of its Fourier series expansion is summable (C, a) for every a>k + 2. (See [9, II,

Theorem (1.7), p. 60].)

The following lemma is due to A. Zygmund [8], [7].

Lemma 3. Let {Xn} be a sequence satisfying |A„|^C;  |Afc+1(An)| SCn-<k+1\

Set 5n = 2;=o u,. Ifs™ = o(nk) then for N= [1/(1 -x)],

2 AÄx"-2 s2°A<fc+1>(AJ-»0
n=0 n=0

as x-> 1".

Proof. A summation by parts argument shows that

2 Ku«x" = 2 s«Wk + 1)(Kxn)
n=0 n=0

00 (k +1  Ik + 1 \ "1

= 2^W   2        •     A'W + ̂A^l
„ = o      U=o \  J   / )

=  2 s^k + 1(K)xn+2  lk+%-xy( ^ s^Ak^-'(K)xn\-
n = 0 j=l   \    J    I U = 0 J

Set A= [1/(1-x)], then

2 KW- 2 W*KKj
n=0 n = 0

= 2iHAk + 1An](x"-l)+   2    i(nfc>Afc + 1(An)x"
n = 0 n = JV + l

k+1 /k+l\ f °° Ï
+ 2 (  j   )(l-^|2/nfc>Ak + 1-í(An)x"j

= 2 o(i)(i-x)+o(±) 2 x»-rk2 (i-xMa-*)-o = «(i),
n=l V'/  n=W y=l

since |A'(An)| gCzz"' for 1 SjSk + l.

Remark. Since 2n=o i<n'c)A'c + x(An) and 2~=0 unXn are equisummable (C, k), under

the conditions of Lemma 3, we have that if the series 2 ^n"n is summable Abel

then it is also summable (C, k).
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Proof of Theorem 3. We observe first (see [4] and [9, II, p. 216]) that if

2™= - «o aneinx is summable (C, k) in £, then the conjugate series 2"= - x sgn (n)aneinx

is summable (C, k) a.e. in £. Hence without loss of generality we may assume that

a„=0 for n<0.

Set/(x)~2"=o an(in)~{k + 1)einx, using Lemma l,/(x) e t%+x(x) for almost every

x in £ (1 ^/»<oo). Applying Theorem 2, A CO ~ 2™= o An(z'«)"(,c + 1)aneinA: belongs to

tl+i(x) a.e. in £.

From Lemma 2, 2™= o Koneinx is summable (C,k+l) a.e. in £ and therefore

summable Abel a.e. in £.

The theorem follows by applying the remark to Lemma 3.

As a consequence of Theorem 3 we obtain a recent result of M. Weiss and

A. Zygmund when An= |«|iy (y real), see [7], also [5].

Another interesting application is

Theorem 4. £e/ £(/) ¿>e a bounded infinitely differentiable function on the real line

and entire (real analytic) at infinity. Then A„ = £(«) is a multiplier sequence that

preserves (C, k) summability almost everywhere, for every k^O. This is so because

\(d/dt)nF(t)\ ^ Cn\t | ~n. In particular £(/) being the bounded ratio of two polynomials

will satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.
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